
Agenda for Arco Iris Committee Meeting - 14th January 2014
 

Host: Nicholas

Present: Hannah Jones, Hester Carter, Nicholas Bailey, Adam Jenkins, Asnat Doza, Tom 
Bennett, Celine Giry, Stuart Bell, Josefina Gil Moya, 

Apologies: Laura Grimes, Peter Gyring

ROMP

Minutes were shared by email - contact Nicholas if you would like to be sent the links again!

Minutes approved by all.
 
Actions to be completed by committee members:
 
Chair (Asnat):
 

·   Read the constitution; Done
·   Read the minutes from this meeting and November’s, so that they can be ratified at the next 

meeting (in January). Done
 
New action: compile a list of leaders to pass to the committee

Treasurer (Tom):
 

·   Read the constitution; Done
·   Create an archive of subs. records; This is done
·   Prepare to give a report of the bands finances to the committee in February; Ongoing
·   Add Asnat and own name to the band bank account signatory list; Ongoing
·   Read the minutes from this meeting and November’s, so that they can be ratified at the next 

meeting (in January). Done
 
Secretary (Nicholas):
 

·   Read the constitution; Done
·   Become familiar with the band’s code of conduct; Done
·   Check the rules in the constitution concerning joining the band ahead of a vote (AGM/SGM);  

Done - there don’t seem to be any hard and fast rules about this, it is at the committee’s 
discretion

·   Read the minutes from this meeting and November’s, so that they can be ratified at the next 
meeting (in January). Done



 
Webmaster (Josefina)
 

·   Read the constitution; Done
·   Moderate the band and chatter email lists (all appropriate emails should be allowed from all 

band members, any emails which are not appropriate for the list they are being sent to will not 
pass moderation and a response will be sent to the sender explaining why this has been the 
case) This is going fine (see below);

·   Read the minutes from this meeting and November’s, so that they can be ratified at the next 
meeting (in January). Done

New action: update the keyholder email list

Instruments Officer (Adam Jenkins):
 

·   Read the constitution; Done
·   Source photos from the Christmas Party after the event, for inclusion in the scrapbook Done;
·   Read the minutes from this meeting and November’s, so that they can be ratified at the next 

meeting (in January). Done

New action: copy the “scope of band activities” from the code of conduct to the front 
page of the policies and make sure any references to the scope of band activities are 
changed appropriately.
 
Costumes Officer (Celine Giry):
 

·   Read the constitution; Done
·   Investigate how the instrument cupboard can be arranged more effectively; had a first look - 

proper measurements will be taken 
·   Pass on Bathhouse keys to Adam; Done
·   Read the minutes from this meeting and November’s, so that they can be ratified at the next 

meeting (in January) Done
 
Events Officers (Laura and Hester):
 

·   Read the constitution; Done
·   Get in touch with the gig organiser for Bremen Carnival to catch up about how much work has 

already been done and how much everything will cost; Done
·   Look into organising a busk in January to contribute to funds for Bremen; Ongoing
·   Confirm details of the possible gig on the 25th of January; Done
·   Read the minutes from this meeting and November’s, so that they can be ratified at the next 

meeting (in January). Done



New action 1 - continue to gather information and help to organise the Bremen Carnival 
gig. Ensure that Carnival organisers are contacted with an idea of numbers ASAP to help 
organisation.

New action 2 - send an email reaching out to the band for potential gig managers, to 
build an updated list for future gigs.

Musical Coordinator (Stu):
 

·   Read the constitution; Done
·   Become familiar with the band’s health and safety policy; Done
·   Organise samba workshop for January, in preparation for Bremen. Talk to previous workshop 

organisers about how best to organise these; We’re waiting for potential dates from the 
preferred venue (USC)

·   Read the minutes from this meeting and November’s, so that they can be ratified at the next 
meeting (in January). Done

New action: contact events team to confirm availability to lead at the Queen Edith’s 
school gig on 25th January
 
General Members (Hannah and Peter):

·   Read the constitution; Done
·   (Hannah) Become familiar with the band’s child protection policy; Ongoing
·   (Peter) Become familiar with the band’s vulnerable adult protection policy;
·   Read the minutes from this meeting and November’s, so that they can be ratified at the next 

meeting (in January).
 
Recent Events / Gigs:
 
Christmas Party
Lovely evening - very well organised. Perfect venue.

Upcoming Events / Gigs:

Bremen - w/e of 21st February
The events team are still waiting for gig managers to pass on details of necessary expenses, 
along with some other information. We are waiting for some information from Bremen. 
Accommodation is confirmed, but the exact location will not be confirmed until we are certain 
how many players we have (we have requested to be as close to the centre of town as possible, 
and this has been acknowledged). The organisers of the Carnival have indicated that they will 
be able to contribute towards our costs, though the amount is as yet undecided.



LESSON LEARNED FROM LAST YEAR: PEOPLE MUST BE REMINDED TO EAT 
BREAKFAST BEFORE THE PARADE, AS IT IS VERY LONG.

Strawberry Fair (40th Anniversary)
Ruby wedding masquerade theme (organisers have asked for paraders to wear red if possible). 
They will be using the “old” parade route (not the cycling route) and would like arco to play the 
parade.

Possible 25th Jan Gig at St. Edith’s School
We have one leader so far and the venue has agreed a £150 fee. Stu has suggested that he 
might be able to lead (action to confirm).
 
LGBT week – 1st February
We have emailed to say that we can do this, and to ask for more information, but have heard 
nothing back. It would be good to do this on the same day as the planned busk;

Norwich Parade
It seems like we would have to pay to do this parade (though we’d get a float). 

Drogheda 28th to 30th June
We have started to organise this.

Workshops
We’re currently waiting to hear what dates the preferred venue (Cambridge USC) is free. If there 
are no convenient dates, we may look for another venue. A few leaders have said that they are 
willing to get involved.
 
Agenda Items

1. New policies

The new policies were ratified by a majority vote from the committee, but we expect that small 
changes will continue to be made to them.

2. Website updates re. moderation of chatter

Josefina will make changes to the website content to reflect the changes to the way band 
mailing lists are managed. Moderation of chatter has been going well - just a couple of emails 
have had to be rerouted from the band list to chatter.

3. New leaders

The committee is pleased that we have a building number of people who are able to lead the 
band. New leaders should be encouraged so that there is no shortage at gigs and practices.



4. Key holders list

The keyholder email list needs to be updated.

5. Gig managers mailing list

Events team will reach out to the band by email to get a list of members who would be happy to 
manage gigs in future. 
 
A.O.B.
 

● The committee recently received a request for the children of band players to stay in 
the accommodation that is being provided by the organisers of Bremen carnival. The 
committee feels that because of the nature of the band and the policies that are in 
place, it is not appropriate for children to stay in accommodation organised by or on 
behalf of the band. Additionally, accommodation provided by event organisers for the 
benefit of the band should only be used by individuals intending to play at the connected 
event as a matter of courtesy. However, any players are welcome to organise their own 
accommodation if they would like to travel to Bremen with friends or family members 
who are not intending to play;

● £90 of paint has been used to repaint drums (thanks from Adam to Celine and Ruth for 
their help);

Meeting concluded at: 22:45
 
 


